Student Clubs at CSI

A Reason to Write (ARTW)
The purpose of this club is to encourage students to grow in the craft of writing in all forms. It is our hope that we can bring a rebirth to writing as a popular art form and inspire others to write creatively.

The A.L.P.H.A. Club's purpose is to promote a sense of community and equality through the student population, and to help foster social growth in our members. The club achieves the purpose through workshops, involvement in community activities.

Accounting Club (TAC)
The Accounting Club sponsors programs and opportunities for students seeking a career in accounting. The mission of the Club is to increase students' knowledge of the accounting profession.

American Chemical Society
The purpose of the American Chemical Society Student Chapter is to promote awareness, campus and community involvement in Chemistry and related sub-disciplines. To empower, foster, and guide future generations of students in chemistry or related majors

American Sign Language Club (ASL Club)
AWARENESS, UNDERSTANDING, COMMUNICATION The purpose of the American Sign Language Club is to raise awareness in the community regarding Deaf Culture and American Sign Language.

Armed Forces Club
The Armed Forces club promotes positive awareness, recognition, and interaction of Veterans, Dependents of Veterans, and service members within the College and local community.

Art Club—"Artists with a Cause" (Artists of All Mediums and Lovers of Art are Welcome!)
The Art Club focuses on uniting artists of all mediums and art lovers alike by encouraging an appreciation and awareness of the relevancy of art in life through art-related activities such as: guest artists, exhibitions, lectures and fundraising.

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship (XA)
We’re a group of students with a common goal; to grow our faith in Jesus Christ. We share the love of God by discussing our beliefs and formulating great relationships. We hope to be a beacon of light to those who are lost in the darkness of this world.

Computer Sciences Club
The Computer Science Club supplies members with helpful knowledge and experience on various computer topics, and valuable networking opportunities.

Coptic Club
A community of Coptic Christians and others interested in Orthodox Christianity united to establish a lasting fellowship among ourselves and others who share these interests, and seeking ways to dedicate ourselves in our whole life to Christ, our God.

CSI Photography Club
This club is for students who have an interest in the photographic arts, ranging from social media to a possible career. Here we will participate in activities to critique, discuss, exhibit our work, have artist workshops, photo trips and more!

CSI Revue
CSI Revue is an organization, where students learn about and perform music of all kinds of styles. We also host events and cosponsor with other clubs. In a community that stands for diversity in people, CSI Revue stands for diversity in music.
DREAMers; Political Advocacy (DREAMers)
This club seeks to create an understanding of contemporary politics, how this affects the community, in particular the immigrant community at the local and international Level while educating the community how to lobby for an inclusive representation.

Entrepreneur Club of CSI
The Entrepreneurship Club aims to provide access to entrepreneurial resources, network with community entrepreneurs, and share ideas.

Game Development Club
The Game Development Club: A learning and social environment for anyone. People with no experience or lots of experience can come together and work on a game.

Gay Straight Alliance (GSA)
The CSI Gay Straight Alliance strives to educate, promote acceptance, and provide a safe space for all LGBTQ students and allies.

Grace Christian Fellowship (GCF)
Grace Christian Fellowship aims to help strengthen the faith of professing Christians, to help promote understanding and the teachings of the Christian faith, and actively engage the student community in dialog in a faithful, respectful and cordial way.

Green Thumbs
Our mission is to increase sustainability of the campus by creating and sustaining a community garden that provides the campus center auxiliary service with fruits and vegetables.

Hillel Club (Hillel)
Hillel is a club for all things a part of the Jewish Culture. It is a social community built for everyone Jewish or not! It is a place to meet people, have fun, learn, find volunteer opportunities and be part of something magnificent!

iClub (Pre- Eye Health Care) (iClub)
The purpose of this club is to have a unified group of students who want to pursue a career in the eye health care related fields such as ophthalmology, optometry, vision therapy, vision science, or research on anything related to the eyes.

Institute for Electrical and Electronic Engineers Club (IEEE Club)
The IEEE Club creates a platform to gain the interest of students in the engineering field and profession, including job opportunities and educational aspects.

International Business Society (IBS)
The International Business Society enables students with an interest in international business to network and discover career opportunities through guest lectures, career workshops, and professional organizations.

International Students Club (ISC)
The International Students Club welcomes all students of the College of Staten Island to join. Our purpose is to provide opportunities for student to share, promote and raise awareness of diverse cultures within the CSI community.

Japanese Visual Culture Club (JVCC)
The Japanese Visual Culture Club (JVCC) promotes an interest in Japanese visual arts and the various genres of Japanese visual culture mainly through the screening of anime and J-drama. We also do origami crafts, needle, and have Hiragana writing lesson.

Le Club de Français (LCFCSI)
To expand and promote the College of Staten Island’s French program while learning about French language, films, fine art, literature and study abroad opportunities/scholarships.
Marketing Association (Marketing Club)
The Marketing Association enables students with an interest in marketing to network and discover career opportunities through guest lectures, career workshops, and professional organizations.

Math Club
The main objective of the CSI Math Club is to open a platform for promoting the interest of students in the field of Mathematics.

Medical Technology (Med Tech)
Medical Tech. is an academic club where the main goals will be to improve the understanding of the clinical laboratory sciences, establish a professional relationship between students that are science major and those who would like to explore the field.

Mental Health Counseling Club (MHC Club)
To provide a networking and social community for developing mental health care professionals for the purpose of strengthening relationships, encouraging social justice, and promoting mental health in the community.

Muslim Student Association (MSA)
The Muslim Student Association (MSA) introduces Muslims and Non-Muslims to each other and spreads awareness among students about the Islamic way of life.

Nursing Club
The Nursing Club at the College of Staten Island is for students who are thinking about applying to the program and those who are in the program. It will be a source of help for those with questions/concerns and to become more involved in our community.

Photography Club
The Photography Club educates and exposes all forms of photography to those with an interest in the art form. Art major or background is not required. This club is opened to all those who are interested in Photography and would like to meet Artists.

Political Science & Global Affairs Society (PSGAS)
We hope to assist students in gaining the necessary resources and networks needed for attaining careers relating to government. Develop a strong alumni networking of current and past students.

Pre-Dental Association
The Pre-Dental Association will be a guide for undergraduate students that wish to pursue a career in dentistry. We will be exploring and touching base with the following: Mock interview with faculty, physicians, and current dental students; Informational panel (with physicians and dental students); DAT prep; Choosing a school; Mentoring programs; Social mixer events; Research symposium and much more.

Pre-Medical Society
The Pre-Medical Society informs, educates and provides a forum for students who possess aspirations relevant to medicine.

Psychology Club
The Psychology Club coordinates and hosts various events, such as Careers in Psychology Panels, Lab Tours, Kaplan Information Events, internship and scholarship opportunities, fundraisers, and much more throughout the academic year.

Quantitative Finance Group (QFG)
The Quantitative Finance Group is a club dedicated to giving students hands on experience with algorithmic trading and other aspects of quantitative finance.
South Asian Nations Association (SANA)
SANA is a club that focuses mainly on all of the South Asian counties, from the history to the traditions and customs of each individual South Asian country.

Spanish Club
The Spanish Club will serve as a vehicle to bring together the native Spanish speaking students, those who wish to improve their Spanish speaking skills, with the purpose of promoting the Spanish language, politics, history and the diversity of cultures.

StageStruck Drama Club (SSDC)
The goal and the mission of the CSI Stage Struck Drama Club is to build a creative space where actors, directors, playwrights, set designers, costume designers, lighting designers, and all theater mechanics can not only develop and tame their craft but showcase final products to an audience; by which we hope to expose the student body to different forms of performance style.

Staten Island Against Racism And Police Brutality (SIARAPB)
We are a group of the College of Staten Island students, faculty, and Staten Island/NY community members who promote not only justice but a world with health care, good paying jobs, and real equality for all. All are welcome!

Students for Justice in Palestine
Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP) is a diverse group of students and faculty, organized on democratic principles to promote justice, human rights, liberation and self-determination for the Palestinian people.

The Teachers' Society (TS)
The purpose of The Teachers’ Society is to build a community that promotes the education profession by offering support and establishing a network to share experiences and ideas at the College of Staten Island. As we build our community with one another, we shall extend our minds, hands, hearts, and voices to the children. We shall become their teacher, motivator, and friend. We promise to never let a child go unnoticed.

United African Student in the United States of America (UAS in the USA)
An NGO, a student organization opened to everyone, for the empowerment of the African students in the United States of America. We advocate the basic fundamental rights and equal opportunities for all academic achievement.

Viva L’Italiano
To preserve, develop and promote an awareness of Italian and Italian-American Language and Culture.

World Around U (WAU)
World Around U was founded in 2014 to promote diversity and the learning of different ethnic backgrounds, as well as to stimulate discussion of current events, and to represent The College of Staten Island and World Around U members to the larger cultural community. As a social club, World Around U aims to promote diversity to the College of Staten Island and its community.